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Let M2n+1 (n1) be a compact, spherical CR manifold. Suppose M 2n+1 is its
universal cover and 8 : M 2n+1  S2n+1 is on injective CR developing map, where
S2n+1 is the standard unit sphere in the complex (n+1)-space Cn+1, then M2n+1
is of the quotient form 01, where 0 is a simply connected open set in S2n+1, and
1 is a complex Klein group acting on 0 properly discontinuously. In this paper, we
show that if the CR Yamabe invariant of M2n+1 is positive, then the Carnot
Hausdorff dimension of the limit set of 1 is bounded above by n } s(M2n+1), where
s(M2n+1)1 and is a CR invariant. The method that we adopt is analysis of the
CR invariant Laplacian. We also explain the geometric origin of this question.
 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
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1. Introduction
Let M2n+1 (n1) be a compact, (2n+1)-dimensional strictly pseudo-
convex CR manifold. M 2n+1 is said to be spherical if it is everywhere
locally CR equivalent to S2n+1, where S2n+1 is the standard unit sphere in
the complex (n+1)-space Cn+1 and the word ‘‘standard’’ means that S2n+1
carries a standard CR structure. Among CR manifolds, the class of
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spherical CR manifolds is geometrically most interesting. Making a
comparison of CR geometry with conformal geometry, spherical CR
manifolds are complex counterparts of locally conformally flat manifolds.
With this comparison formalism in mind, Chern proved the complex
analogue of Liouville’s theorem in conformal geometry [6] which implies
that each spherical CR manifold carries an important geometric invariant,
namely the CR developing map [3].
Let M 2n+1 be the universal cover of M2n+1. The CR developing map is
a CR immersion
8 : M 2n+1  S2n+1,
and the map 8 is unique up to composition with elements in AutCR (S2n+1),
which is the group SU(n+1, 1) [3]. Because the fundamental group
?1 (M2n+1) acts on the universal cover M 2n+1 by deck transformation, CR
developing map 8 induces a group homomorphism:
8
*
: ?1 (M2n+1)  SU(n+1, 1).
It follows from a straightforward covering argument that the universal
cover M 2n+1 is not compact unless it is CR equivalent to the standard
sphere [3].
Let *(M2n+1) be the CR Yamabe invariant of M2n+1, where n1 (cf.
[11] for the CR Yamabe invariant). In this paper, we make the following
two assumptions on spherical CR manifolds M2n+1:
(1) the CR developing map is injective;
(2) the CR Yamabe invariant *(M2n+1) of M2n+1 is positive.
Assumption 1 implies that M 2n+1 is CR equivalent to a simply con-
nected open domain 0/S2n+1 and ?1 (M2n+1) is isomorphic to a discrete
subgroup 1 of SU(n+1, 1). Hence, M 2n+1 is of quotient form 01, where
1 is a complex Kleinian group acting on 0 properly discontinuously and
has limit set S2n+1 "0 (cf. [9] for a thorough discussion on the complex
Kleinian group). Equivalently, we may think of S2n+1 "0 as a geometric
boundary which provides the boundary behavior of the CR developing
map. Assumption 2 is a geometric condition, but it can be transformed into
crucial analytic gain to control the size of the limit sets.
It is of major interest to determine the circumstance under which
Assumption 1 holds up. We note that with no restrictive condition, the CR
developing map can be ‘‘overtwisted,’’ so it is not injective in general [2].
However, one of the following theorems has been proved in [13]:
Theorem 1. Assumption 2 and n3 implies Assumption 1.
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In other words, Assumption 1 is unnecessary when n3.
The size question of limit sets of complex Kleinian group has been of
recent interest ([5, 7]) where the viewpoints are extrinsic, and the
approaches follow that of Sullivan in [16], using the spectral theory of a
Laplacian on strictly pseudoconvex domain. The treatments there are
restricted to the discrete groups which are of convex cocompact type. In
comparison, our viewpoint is intrinsic, and we do not require a priori that
the discrete groups be of convex cocompact type, but require a geometric
condition, namely Assumption 2. The work here was inspired by the work
of Schoen and Yau on locally conformally flat manifold, so in terms of cru-
cial insight we owe a lot to [15]. In pursuing such a complex analogue of
the SchoenYau approach, the novel technology we bring in here is the
subelliptic potential theory of the CR invariant Laplacian first introduced
by Jerison and Lee in the study of the CR Yamabe problem [11].
To state our main result in this paper, first note that the CR invariance
of the limit set implies that its size should be described by an intrinsic CR
invariant. Let 8 be the CR developing map and M 2n+1 be the universal
cover of M2n+1; our main result in this paper can be stated as follows:
Theorem 2. Under Assumptions 1 and 2, the Carnot Hausdorff dimen-
sion of the limit set of the fundamental group ?1 (M2n+1) (which is
S2n+1"8(M 2n+1)) is bounded above by the number n } s(M2n+1), where
s(M2n+1) is a CR invariant and satisfies that s(M2n+1)1.
The fact that s(M2n+1) is a CR invariant and that s(M2n+1)1 is
clarified in the fifth section. Because the analytic structure involved in our
setting is nonisotropic, any meaningful gauge of set size here must be in
terms of nonisotropic Hausdorff measures (and so in terms of Carnot
Hausdorff measures, cf. [4] and [7]) rather than the ordinary ones.
Roughly speaking, the positivity of the CR Yamabe invariant implies that
the fundamental solution of the CR invariant Laplacian on the universal
cover controls the nonisotropic capacities (developed in this paper) of the
limit set (or ), and in turn, the nonsiotropic capacities control the Carnot
Hausdorff dimension. Because of the fact that s(M2n+1)1, the limit set is
rather small. We conjecture that the positivity of the CR Yamabe invariant
would force the fundamental group to be of convex cocompact type (in
that case M2n+1 will necessarily be the boundary of a regular quotient of
ball [2]), but we have not been able to prove that yet. However, this
question motivated us to pursue the main result of this paper.
Here is a description of the sections: in the second section, we recollect
basic known facts about the Heisenberg group; in the third and fourth sec-
tions we develop the necessary potential apparatus for the CR invariant
Laplacian on the Heisenberg group, with the line of presentation loosely
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following those of Landkoff in [12] and Carleson in [4]. Our analysis is
necessarily more involved because of the nonisotropic analytic structure
here. In addition, the nonisotropic capacities may be of independent
interest. In the fifth section, we prove our main result and give concluding
remarks concerning two relevant further issues.
2. Model and Known Facts
Let us begin with the Heisenberg group ([8, 11]). The Heisenberg group
Hn is a Lie group whose underlying manifold is Cn_R with canonical
coordinate (z, t), where z=(z1 , ..., zn) is the coordiate of the complex
n-space Cn and t is the coordinate of the real line R. Let (z, t) and (z$, t$)
be two points on Hn ; the group multiplication on Hn is given as
(z, t) b (z$, t$)=(z+z$, t+t$+2 } Im(z } z $)), (1)
where Im means the imaginary part of a complex number and z } z $ is the
scalar product on Cn. Hence, (0, 0) is the identity element on Hn, Hn acts
on itself by the translation action given above, and the unitary group U(n)
acts on Hn by acting on z-variables.
With particular analytic significance is a dilation action on H n com-
patible with the group structure just given. For each $>0, the dilation
action is defined as follows:
$ } (z, t)=($ } z, $2 } t).
Compatible with this dilation action, there is a natural norm
(homogeneous of degree one) \ on Hn given by
\(z, t)=( |z| 4+t2)14.
In fact, \ is a metric (or distance) on Hn as follows: for any two points
(z, t) and (z$, t$) on H n, the distance between these two points is
\((z, t) b (z$, t$)&1), where the inverse of (z$, t$) is denoted by (z$, t$)&1.
Obviously, \ is symmetric. As the following simple arguments show, the
distance \ on Hn satisfies the triangle inequality (instead of just the
approximate triangle inequality [8]).
Let (z, t) and (z$, t$) be two points in Hn ; then (we use | } | to denote the
norm of a complex number)
[\((z, t) b (z$, t$)&1)]4=[\(z&z$, t&t$&2 } Im(z $ } z))]4
| |z$&z| 2+i } (t$&t&2 } Im(z $ } z))| 2
[ | |z| 2&i } t|+| |z$| 2+i } t|+2 } |z } z$|]2
[(\(z, t))2+(\(z$, t$))2+2 } (\(z, t) } \(z$, t$))]2.
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Therefore,
\((z, t) b (z$, t$)&1)\((z, t) b (0, 0))+\(z$, t$) b (0, 0)).
Because Hn is a group, the triangle inequality for \ follows from the above
inequality.
The Heisenberg group H n is also a CR manifold with its CR structure
T1, 0 spanned by the following collection of global vector fields [11]:
[Zj=zj+i } z j } t :1 j n].
The commutator of Zj and Z j recovers the characteristic field T =t, so
it is a two-step nilpotent Lie group [14]. It is also worth noting that Zj is
left invariant under the Heisenberg translation.
A contact form on Hn is a differential one-form which annihilates the CR
vector fields and its complex conjugate. One may calibrate Hn by fixing a
(canonical) choice of contact form as follows:
3=dt+i :
n
j=1
(zj } dz j&z j } dzj). (2)
The vector field T =t is dual to 3 and is called the characteristic vector
field. The CR structure given above is strictly pseudoconvex, and the choice
of the contact form 3 provides Hn a canonical choice of Levi form
(L3=&i } d3), which is a canonical pseudohermitian structure [17].
Subsequently, a differential geometric study may be carried out on (H n, 3).
All curvature and torsion vanish on (Hn, 3), so 3 provides a flat pseudo-
hermitian structure on (Hn, 3). The volume form for the contact form 3
is given by
dV=3 7 (d3)n
which is (up to the positive dimensional constant) the Lebesque measure
on Hn under coordinates (z, t). In analogy with viewing Rn with the
standard Euclidean metric, we may take (Hn, 3) as its pseudohermitian
counterpart.
The CR invariant Laplacian D3 is a differential operator acting on func-
tions on Hn. Up to a positive dimensional constant multiplication, it is
defined as
D3=&(14) } :
n
j=1
(Zj } Z j+Z j } Zj), (3)
and D3 is the real part of the well-known Kohn Laplacian gb [11]. As
verified by Folland [8], D3 has a fundamental solution c(n) } \&2n, c(n)>0
5hausdorff dimension in spherical CR manifolds
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(with the pole at the origin). In this sense, D3 plays the role of the
Laplacian on Rn. Starting from this fundamental solution, Folland and
Stein were able to prove various nonisotropic Sobolev and Holder
estimates on Hn [8].
We define the CR invariant Laplacian in general. Let (M 2n+1, %) be a
compact pseudohermitian manifold. The CR invariant Laplacian D% is a
real differential operator acting on functions defined by (11)
D%=s(n) } 2b+R% , (4)
where s=s(n)=2+(2n); 2b is the real part of the Kohn Laplacian and R%
is the Webster scalar curvature of %. The operator D% is CR invariant in the
sense that
D% (u } ,)=us&1 } D% (,), (5)
where % =us&2 } %, 0<u # C(M) and , # C(M). In the case that R%>0,
the operator D% is invertible on the compact CR manifold M2n+1.
We conclude this section with a discussion on the Cayley transform. The
model of the compact pseudohermitian manifold is (S2n+1, %0), which is the
complex unit sphere in Cn+1 with the canonical choice of contact form %0
[11]. In describing the Heisenberg group Hn, the Cayley transform is the
complex analogue of the stereographic projection in conformal geometry
[11]. More specifically, for any p # S2n+1, the Cayley transform is a global
CR diffeomorphism (cf. [11] for explicit formula in terms of canonical
coordinates on S2n+1 and Hn),
Cp : (S2n+1"p, %0)  (Hn, 3),
with Cp ( p)=, and on the contact form level, the identity
(C&1p )* (G
s&2
p } %0)=3
holds, where Gp is the fundamental solution to the CR invariant Laplacian
D%0 on S
2n+1 with pole at p (note that R%0 is a positive-dimensional
constant).
3. Nonisotropic Capacities on Heisenberg Group Hn
In gauging size of sets, a fundamental tool is capacity. For sets in
Euclidean space Rn, the classical capacities are associated with the family
of Riesz potentials [4]. Because we are dealing with the size of sets in the
Heisenberg group H n which is a two-step nilpotent Lie group [14], our
gauge must reflect the nonisotropic geometry of Hn. In laying out a parallel
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in this case, the formal structure of the work of Carleson (cf. Section III in
[4]) serves as a prototype. However, for our treatment it is much more
straightforward (and convenient) to take a variational approach. The
arguments that we are about to present are adaptions and improvements
of those scattered around the literature (cf. [4, 12]) for the isotropic case.
Let \ be the canonical distance (or metric) on Hn defined in Section 2,
and consider the following family of nonisotropic analogue of Riesz
kernels:
[K; (\)=\&2n&2+; : 0<;2n+2].
Let dV=3 7 (d3)n be the volume form on Hn. We may write it in the
\-polar coordinates
dV=\2n+1 } d\ } d_,
where d_ is the area element on the \-unit sphere in Hn:
S=[(z, t) : \(z, t)=1].
The range of ; ensures that, for any positive number L, the integral
|
BL(0)
\&2n&2+; dV=|
S
|
L
0
\&2n&2+;\2n+1 d\ d_<,
where BL (0) is a \-ball centered at the origin with radius L.
For each nonnegative measure + on Hn, we use S(+) to denote the
support of the measure +. We form the nonisotropic analogue of the
Riesz potentials for the measure +. For 0<;2n+2, it is (formally)
the following potential:
U +; (x)=|
Hn
K; (\(x b y&1)) d+( y). (6)
For any positive L, by the range of ; and Fubini theorem, the integral
|
BL(0)
U +;(x) dV(x)<, provided +(H
n)<.
Therefore, up to a set of Lebesque measure zero on Hn, the family of
potentials U +; (x) just formed are finite positive functions (i.e., make sense).
Fix a bounded Borel set E in Hn. We use 1E (1) to denote the following
convex set of nonnegative measures:
1E (1)=[+0 : S(+)/E and +(E )=1]. (7)
7hausdorff dimension in spherical CR manifolds
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For the purpose of later application, we only need the case that the set E
is compact. Therefore, for convenience we only treat compact sets although
many of our arguments work equally well for more general cases. We begin
with the following semicontinuity property for potentials U +; .
Proposition 1. Let E be a compact set in Hn. If xk  x and +k  +
weakly as k  , where +k , + # 1E (1), then
lim inf
k  0
U +k; (xk)U
+
; (x).
Proof. The proof of this proposition is a standard application of
regularization arguments. For each ’>0, consider the regularized kernel
K;, ’ (\(x b y&1)) as follows:
K;, ’ (\(x b y&1))={K; (\(x b y
&1))
K; (’)
if \=\(x b y&1)’
if \=\(x b y&1)’.
Let the corresponding potential of the regularized kernel K;, ’ be denoted
by U +;, ’ . Because K;, ’K; , for any ’>0, it follows that for any ’>0,
U +;,’ (x)lim inf
k  0
U +k; (xk).
The proposition then follows by letting ’  0.
Now let us introduce the energy for a potential as the integral
I; (+)=|
Hn
U +; (x) d+(x)
(which may also be written as a double integral of the kernel). For the
energy of a potential, we have the following semicontinuity property. (The
arguments are similar to those for the earlier proposition.)
Proposition 2. Let E be a compact set in H n, +k , + # 1E , and +k  +
weakly as k  ; then
lim inf
k  
I; (+k)I; (+).
The set of nonnegative unit measures 1E (1) is equipped with the weak
topology, so it is weakly compact. The lower semicontinuity property of
the energy immediately implies that the following minimization problem
has a solution (we state it in the form of a lemma).
8 zhongyuan li
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Lemma 1. Let E be a compact set in Hn. There is an equilibrium measure
& # 1E(1) to the following minimization problem :
I; (E)= inf
+ # 1E (1)
I; (+). (8)
In fact, the equilibrium measure & is unique (we omit the proof of this
fact because it is not needed).
Now let us define the \-diameter of E as follows:
\(E)= sup
x, y # E
\(x b y&1).
For any x, y # S(+)/E,
K; (\(x b y&1))C } (\(E));&2n&2,
where C is a constant, holds. Hence, it follows that
0<I; (E).
With these preparations, we are ready to define the following nonisotropic
;-capacity.
Definition 1. Let E be a compact set in Hn. The nonisotropic
;-capacity of E is defined as
C; (E)=(I; (E))&1. (9)
For our later purpose, it is important to characterize the behaviors of
the potential associated with an equilibrium measure, and we have the
following proposition.
Proposition 3. Let & be an equilibrium measure to the energy minimiza-
tion problem as indicated earlier. The potential U &; satisfies the following :
(1) For all x # S(&) except for a subset of zero &-measure,
U &; (x)I; (E).
(2) For all x # S(&),
U &; (x)I; (E).
(3) For all x # Hn,
U &; (x)2
2n+2&; } I; (E).
9hausdorff dimension in spherical CR manifolds
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Proof. For (1), suppose that there is F /E, &(F )>0, and some fixed
positive small number =>0 such that for all x # F,
U&; (x)I; (E)&=.
Choose { # 1F (1) (e.g., the restriction of the & measure over the compact
set F multiplied by (&(F ))&1). Now we form +’ # 1E (1) as
+’=(1&’) } &+’ } {.
For ’ small enough, it is straightforward to show that
I; (+’)<I; (E),
which contradicts the fact that I; (E ) is the infimum.
For (2), assume that there is z # S(&) such that
U &; (z)>I;(E ).
Lower semicontinuity of U &; implies that there is a neighborhood of z,
denote it by U(z), such that &(U(z))>0, and the above inequality holds in
U(z). Then
I; (E)=|
Hn
U &; (x) d&(x)=|
U(z)
+|
S(&)"U(z)
>I; (E),
which is a contradiction.
For (3), let x be a point outside S(&) # E. Compactness of E implies that
there is a point z # S(&) such that
\(z b x&1)= inf
y # S(&)
\( y b x&1).
The triangle inequality on \ implies that for any y # S(&):
\( y b z&1)\( y b x&1)+\(x b z&1)2 } \( y b x&1).
Hence, the inequality of (3) follows from (2).
We remark that instead of just being defined on compact sets, the non-
negative set function C; (E) can actually be defined on the _-field of Borel
sets in H n. Nevertheless, it is enough to just treat compact sets for our pur-
pose. It follows from the definition that C; (E) is invariant under the
pseudohermitian isometry group of the Heisenberg group (i.e., Heisenberg
translations and unitary rotations described earlier). However, it is not
additive.
In describing singular sets in differential analysis, often it is inconvenient
to work with the C;-capacities that we just layed out. To overcome this
10 zhongyuan li
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deficiency, we need to consider a class of equivalent set functions associated
with S#1 (H
n), where # is a positive real number and S#1(H
n) is the non-
isotropic Sobolev space of Folland and Stein [8]. Let us begin with the
following definition.
Definition 2. Let #>0. For each Borel set E in Hn, define the set
function P# as
P# (E)= inf
[,=1 on U] {|Hn |{3 (,)| # dV(3)= ,
where , # C0 (H
n), U is a neighborhood of E, and {3 is the CR gradient,
namely {3 (,)=nj=1 (Zj+Z j)(,).
The usefulness of this class of set functions P# lies in its connection with
the class of capacities C; defined earlier. The following theorem explicitly
clarifies this connection.
Theorem 3. Let E be a compact set in Hn such that P# (E)=0, where #
satisfies 1<#<2n+2. Then C; (E)=0 for each 0<;<#.
As preparations for proving this theorem, we need two lemmas. Let us
use & &q to denote the Lq-norm. The first lemma is the following (the
statements can be made stronger using a more involved argument, but for
our later application the following suffices).
Lemma 2. Let E be a compact subset of Hn, BL (0) a \-ball centered at
the origin with radius L, and + # 1E(1). For each 0<;<#, where
1<#2n+2 with supx # BL(0) U
+
; (x)<, then
&U +1&Lq(BL(0))M } [ sup
x # BL(0)
U +;(x)]
1#
where q satisfies 1#+1q=1, and M=M(n, #, ;, L) is a positive constant.
Proof. The proof is through applications of Holder’s inequality. For
any positive real numbers ; and $ such that (where ; is as above)
1=’ } ;+(1&’) } $, where ’=1#,
it follows that
$=(#&;)(#&1)>0.
Holder’s inequality implies that
U +1(U
+
;)
’ } (U +$)
1&’.
11hausdorff dimension in spherical CR manifolds
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(Note that 0<’<1.) Therefore,
\|BL(0) (U +1)q dV+
1q
\|BL(0) (U +;)’ } q } (U +$)(1&’) } q dV+
1q
( sup
x # BL(0)
U +;)
1# } \|BL(0) U +$ dV+
1q
,
and then
|
BL(0)
U +$ dV<.
Now the lemma follows.
The second lemma that we need is the following quantitative version of
the FollandStein Sobolev embedding theorem (cf. Propositions 5.1 and 5.2
in [11]).
Lemma 3. For each , # C0 (H
n),
&,&sC } &{3 (,)&r ,
where 1s=1r&1(2n+2), 1<r<1(2n+2), holds.
Proof of Theorem 3. Because P# (E)=0, for any positive integer m there
is a corresponding test function ,m # C0 (H
n) and ,m=1 on E such that
|
Hn
|{3 (,m)| # dV<(1m)#. (10)
We may choose ,m # C0 (H
n) with  supp(,m)/BR (0), where BR (0) is a
fixed \-ball centered at the origin with radius R. To do so, let ‘ # C0 (H
n)
such that ‘=1 in a compact neighborhood of E and supp(‘)/BR (0).
Consider the modified sequence [, m : m=1, ...] as follows:
, m=‘ } ,m .
By the elementary inequality that for positive numbers a and b,
(a+b)#C(#) } (a#+b#),
it follows that
|{3(, m)| #=|{3 (‘) } ,m+{3 (,m) } ‘| #
C(#) } ( |{3 (‘) } ,m | #+|{3 (,m) } ‘| #).
12 zhongyuan li
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Because ‘ is a smooth function with fixed compact support, Holder’s
inequality implies that
&{3 (‘) } ,m&#C(n, ‘) } &,m&s ,
where 1s=1#&1(2n+2). By the quantitative version of the Folland
Stein Sobolev embedding lemma,
&,m&sC } &{3 (,m)&# .
Combining all these facts it follows that the sequence [, m : m=1, ...]
satisfies the inequality
|
Hn
|{3 (, m)|# dV<C } (1m)#,
which is equivalent to the inequality (10). Therefore, we may just work
with [, m : m=1, ...].
Next, define fm=m } ,m , then fm=m on E and
|
Hn
|{3 ( fm)| # dV<1.
Because fm has compact support and c(n) } \&2m is a fundamental solution
to the CR invariant Laplacian
D3=&(14) } :
n
j=1
(Zj } Z j+Z j } Zj),
integration by parts yields the expression
fm (x)=|
Hn
:
n
j=1
[bj } Zj (\&2n) } Z j ( fm)+b j } Z j (\&2n) } Zj ( fm)] dV,
where bj=bj (n) is dimensional constant, \=\(x b y&1) and fm= fm ( y).
Note that there is a dimensional constant cj such that
|Z j (\&2n)|, |Zj (\&2n)|cj } \&2n&1.
We may choose a nonnegative function gm such that supp( gm)supp( fm)
and
fm (x)|
Hn
gm ( y) } (\(x b y&1))&2n&1 dV( y).
13hausdorff dimension in spherical CR manifolds
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Moreover (by the inequality (10)),
|
Hn
| gm ( y)| # dV( y)C(n)
where C(n) is a dimensional constant.
To continue our proof, for each A>0 we consider the following set:
E (A, m)=[x : fm (x)A].
From the definition it is clear that
E(A, m)/{x : |Hn gm ( y) } (\(x b y&1))&2n&1 dV( y)A= .
Note that E/E (A, m)/BR (0) when m is large. Let us try to estimate the
capacity C; (E (A, m)), where ; is as in the statement of the theorem. We may
assume that C; (E(A, m))>0, since otherwise C; (E)C; (E (A, m))=0.
Since E (A, m) is compact, there is a nonnegative equilibrium measure
+m # 1E(A, m) (1) such that
|
Hn
(\(x b y&1))2n+2&; d+m ( y)
22n+2&; } (C; (E (A, m)))&1, any x # H n.
Note that 2n+1=2n+2&1, and let q be such that 1q+1#=1 and /BR(0)
be the characteristic function of the \-ball BR (0); it follows that
A|
Hn {|Hn gm ( y) } (\(x b y&1))&2n&1 dV( y)=
} /BR(0) (x) d+m (x)
=|
Hn {|Hn (\(x b y&1))&2n&1 } /BR(0) (x) d+m (x)=
} gm ( y) } BR(0) ( y) dV( y)
&gm&# } &U +m1 &Lq(BR (0))
C(n) } &U +m1 &Lq(BR (0)) .
Lemma 2 implies that for equilibrium measure +m # 1E(A, m) (1) and any
0<;<#,
&U +m1 &Lq(BR (0))K(n) } [ sup
x # BR (0)
U +m; ]
1#
D(n) } [C; (E(A, m))]&1#, (11)
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where D(n)=2(2n+2&;)# } K(n). Note that the right-hand side of the
inequality (11) is bounded above by D(n) } [C; (E)]&1#. Therefore,
AC(n) } D(n) } [C; (E)]&1#.
Letting A  , we have proved the theorem.
4. Carnot Hausdorff Measures on H n
The importance of nonisotropic capacity on the Heisenberg group Hn
lies in its connection with the Carnot Hausdorff dimension. Let us begin
this section with a dicussion of Carnot Hausdorff measures on Hn (we
follow Landkoff in [12, p. 196]).
Let E be a Borel set in H n. To define its Carnot Hausdorff measure, we
replace the isotropic balls in the classical definition of the Hausdorff dimen-
sion by nonisotropic \-balls. For any =>0, let [B(x& , r&) : r&=] be an
arbitrary countable cover of E, where B(x& , r&) is a Heisenberg \-ball
centered at x& and has radius r&>0. For each $ : 0<$2n+2, consider
the quantity
m$, = (E)=inf {: r$& | E/. B(x& , r&), r&== ,
which is monotone increasing as =  0.
Definition 3. The $-dimensional Carnot Hausdorff measure of the
Borel subset E/H n is given by
m$ (E)=lim
=  0
m$, = (E).
The Carnot Hausdorff dimension of the Borel set E is the number
d=inf[$>0 : m$ (E)=0].
Let us make a few remarks about this definition. First, the Carnot
Hausdorff measure is invariant under the action of Heisenberg translations
and unitary rotations. Second, the geometric characters of Heisenberg
\-balls are quite different from those of isotropic balls in Euclidean space.
A \-ball B(x, $) grows and shrinks in square rate along a characteristic
direction from x, but in linear rate along CR directions. Reflecting this
structure, the Heisenberg translation is a nonlinear action, so \-balls
centered away from the origin are in a tilted position if one views them in
z&t space with (z, t) to be the canonical coordinates on Hn. Therefore,
any property of ordinary isotropic Hausdorff measure on Euclidean space
15hausdorff dimension in spherical CR manifolds
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relying on the linear properties of isotropic balls must be reexamined with
extreme care in the current setting. Third and finally, due to the local
nature of the Hausdorff measure and using the Cayley transform, the
definition here is equivalent to those in [5] and [7], and therefore we
adopt the name ‘‘Carnot Hausdorff measure.’’
In this section, our goal is to establish a connection between Carnot
Hausdorff measure and nonisotropic capacity. In the classical isotropic
case, this connection may be established using a theorem of Fostman (cf.
Theorem 1 in Section II of [4] and its proof ). Nevertheless, the proof of
this linking theorem uses the linear structure of Rn in a crucial way. It is
not clear how to establish a nonisotropic version of the Frostman theorem.
For the reason explained above, we must focus on the metric properties
of the Heisenberg group, so we have to take a more involved approach
using Dirac delta measures following [12]. On the one hand, constructions
using Dirac delta measures have been very instrumental in treating
Hausdorf dimension of compact sets (cf. [16]). On the other hand, proper-
ties of most general nonisotropic balls have been extensively treated in
[14]. We replace anything pertaining to special structure of Rn in the
isotropic theory with suitable metric substitutes which may be generalized
to the nonisotropic case. The most crucial property that we implicitly use
is a doubling property of nonisotropic \-balls.
Let E be a compact set in Hn (but not a set of finite points1). The con-
struction of a nonisotropic transfinite diameter goes as follows: let xj
( j =1, ..., k) be any k points of E. For 0<;2n+2, consider the function
F (x1 , ..., xk)=\k2+
&1
:
i< j
(\(xi b x&1j ))
;&2n&2,
which achieves its minimum on the compact set E at a set of points
!j =!j (k) ( j =1, ..., k), where ( k2)=(12) } k(k&1). Next, consider the
quantity
D; (k)=(F (!1 , ..., !k))&1.
Using the minimization property, it is straightforward to show that the
sequence [D; (k) : k=1, ...] is monotone decreasing (the arguments on
p. 160 of [12] for the isotropic case work equally well for our nonisotropic
case). Therefore, we may define the number
D; (E)= lim
k  
D; (k) (12)
which is called the generalized nonisotropic transfinite diameter of order ;
of the compact set E.
16 zhongyuan li
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The usefulness of the transfinite diameter lies in its relationship with
the capacity. Let us state this relationship in the form of the following
proposition (the proof of this proposition follows the isotropic case in
[12, pp. 160162]).
Proposition 4. E is a compact subset of Hn, D; (E) is the nonisotropic
transfinite diameter of order ;, and C; (E) is the ;-capacity of E. Then
C; (E)=D; (E). (13)
Proof. We begin by noting that
\k2+ } (D; (k))&1\
k
2+ } F (x1 , ..., xk)= :i< j (\(xi b x
&1
j ))
;&2n&2.
For each measure + # 1E (1), multiply the above inequality by d+(xi) d+(xj)
and integrate; then
|
E_E { :i<j (\(xi b x
&1
j ))
;&2n&2= d+(xi) d+(xj)
=\k2+ } |E_E (\(x b y&1));&2n&2 d+(x) d+( y).
Therefore, it follows that for any + # 1E (1),
(D; (k))&1I; (+),
which implies that
(D; (k))&1(C; (E))&1.
In order to build up the other side of the inequality, we once again use the
trick of regularization on the kernel. For ’>0, let K;, ’ (\(x b y&1)) be a
regularization of the kernel K; (\(x b y&1)) as in Section 2 (p. 10). Consider
the measure
+k=(1k) } :
k
j=1
$!j ,
where $!j is a Dirac measure with mass at the point ! j=! j (k), and the set
of points ! j (k) ( j=1, ..., k) is a set of minimization points of F (x1 , ..., xk)
over the compact set
E_ } } } _E
k
.
17hausdorff dimension in spherical CR manifolds
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Note that +k # 1E (1), and a simple estimate shows that
|
E_E
K;, ’ (\(x b y&1)) d+k (x) d+k ( y)
(1k)2 } :
i{ j
(\(!i b !&1j ))
;&2n&2+(1k) } ’;&2n&2.
Notice that the right-hand side of the above inequality is the following
quantity:
2 } (1k)2 } \k2+ } D;(k)&1+(1k) } ’;&2n&2.
Hence, by the weak compactness of the measure [+k : k=1, ...], there is
+
*
# 1E (1) such that
|
E_E
K;,’ (\(x b y&1) d+*(x) d+*( y)
lim sup
k  
2 } (1k)2 } \k2+ } D; (k)&1+(1k) } ’;&2n&2.
From this and letting k  , it follows that
|
E_E
K;, ’ (\(x b y&1)) d+*(x) d+*( y)(D; (E))
&1.
Now letting ’  0,
(C; (E))&1I; (+*)(D; (E))
&1,
and therefore the proposition follows. (Note that +
*
is the equilibrium
measure.)
With the preparation of this proposition, we show that compact sets of
Hn with zero nonisotropic ;-capacity are nonisotropic ;-polar sets. Let us
first define the notion of nonisotropic polar for a compact set in Hn (cf.
[12] for the definition of the isotropic case).
Definition 4. A compact set E in Hn is called nonisotropic ;-polar if
there exists a measure + # 1E (1) such that the nonisotropic potential U +; (x)
satisfies
U+; (x)=  x # E.
18 zhongyuan li
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With this definition and using nonisotropic transfinite diameter, we
demonstrate the following theorem (the proof follows the isotropic case in
[12, pp. 179182]).
Theorem 4. Suppose E is a compact set of Hn with zero ;-capacity, then
E is nonisotropic ;-polar.
Proof. We use Dirac measures. Let xj ( j=1, ..., k) be a set of k points
of E and
+k=(1k) } :
k
j=1
$xj ,
where $xj is the Dirac measure with mass at xj . For each fixed positive
integr k, let us consider the maximization problem
sup
+k
[min
x # E
U +k; (x)].
Because E is compact, there is a set of points !j ( j=1, ..., k) in E such that
+k*=(1k) } :
k
j=1
$!j
is an extremal measure to the above maximization problem, where $!j
( j=1, ..., k) in +k* is the Dirac measure concentrated at the set of points ! j
( j=1, ..., k) in E. Therefore,
qk=sup
+k
[min
x # E
U +k; (x)]=min
x # E
U +*k; (x)
is finite.
Next, we demonstrate that if C; (E)=0, then qk   as k  .
Let ! j=! j (k) ( j =1, ..., k) be a set of k points in E such that
D; (k)=(F (!1 , ..., !k))&1.
It follows from the definition that
\k2+ } F (!1 , ..., !k)=(12) } :
k
j=1
:
i{ j
(\(!i b !&1j ))
;&2n&2.
Note that by definition for each fixed i,
:
j{i
(\(!i b !&1j ))
;&2n&2
=min
x # E
:
j{i
(\(! j b x&1));&2n&2(k&1) } qk&1 ,
19hausdorff dimension in spherical CR manifolds
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so we have proved the following inequality:
(D; (k))&1qk&1.
Because limk   D; (k)=C; (E)=0, it follows that
lim
k  
qk=0.
From the arguments presented above, it is clear that for each 2k, there is
nk such that qnk>2
k. Consider the measure
+*= :

k=1
2&k } +*nk .
It is clear that +* # 1E (1), and that for each x # E and any positive
integer L,
U +*; (x)= :

k=1
2&k } U +*; (x) :
L
j=1
2&k } qnkL.
Therefore, the conclusion of the theorem follows.
With the preparation of the above theorem, we are ready to prove the
following main result of this section. The arguments that we provide are
variants based on those in [12] (for Theorem 3.13 on p. 196).
Theorem 5. Let E be a compact set in Hn which has zero nonisotropic
;-capacity (0<;<2n+2). Then m: (E)=0 for any :>2n+2&;.
Proof. By the previous theorem, E is ;-polar. Hence, there is a
+ # 1E (1) such that
U+; (x)=  x # E.
Let u use +(r, x) to denote the +-measure of the \-ball centered at x with
radius r. Since the measure + has compact support, there is a positive
constant c such that
U +; (x)=|
c
0
r;&2n&2 d+(r, x).
For any $>0, we have the following equality by integration by parts:
|
c
$
r;&2n&2 d+(r, x)
=c;&2n&2 } +(c, x)&$;&2n&2
} +($, x)&(;&2n&2) |
c
$
+(r, x) } r;&2n&3 dr
c;&2n&2 } +(c, x)+(2n+2&;) |
c
$
+(r, x) } r;&2n&3 dr.
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The fact that U +; (x)= implies the divergence of the following integral:
|
c
0
+(r, x) } r;&2n&3 dr=. (14)
Equation (14) further implies that fixing any positive number L, and any
x # E, there is a sequence of positive numbers [rk=rk (x) : k=1, ...] with
rk=rk (x)<1k such that (where : is as in the statement of the theorem)
L } r:k<+(rk , x).
2 (15)
For each fixed positive integer k, the system of \-balls
[B2rk(x) (x) : x # E, rk (x)<1k]
is a cover of the compact set E. Hence, there is a finite subcover
[B2rk(xj) (xj) : xj # E, j=1, ..., m(k)].
Let us choose a further subcover by picking
2R1= max
1 jm(k)
2rk (xj)
and denote its corresponding center by y1 . Consider the set E"B2R1 ( y1): if
it is not empty, repeat the above process by picking
2R2= max
1 jm(k) :xj{ y1
2rk (xj)
and so on. There is a positive integer N=N(k) such that the system
[B2Rs ( ys) : s=1, ..., N(k)]
covers the compact set E. From the above construction, it is clear that each
center yk is not in the rest of the union
.
s{k
B2Rs ( ys).
Therefore, the triangle inequality for the norm \ implies that the system of
shrunken balls
[BRs ( ys) : s=1, ..., N(k)]
21hausdorff dimension in spherical CR manifolds
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is disjoint. For any =>0, there is a positive integer k such that 2k<=. For
this fixed k, by the fact that
E/ .
N(k)
s=1
B2Rs ( ys)
and that
max
1sN(k)
Rs<1k<=2,
it follows that for any positive number L>0 (using inequality (15))
m:, = (E) :
N(k)
s=1
(2Rs):
=2: } :
N(k)
s=1
(Rs):
2: } :
N(k)
s=1
+(BRs ( ys))L
2: } +(E)L=2:L.
Letting =  0, and then letting L  , the conclusion of the theorem
follows.
5. Proof of the Main Result
Let M2n+1 (n1) be a compact spherical CR manifold. Let us begin by
recalling the two assumptions on M2n+1 layed out in the Introduction:
(1) the CR developing map is injective;
(2) the CR Yamabe invariant of M2n+1 is positive.
Let M 2n+1 be the universal cover of M2n+1, and 8 be the CR developing
map. As indicated in the first section, Assumption 1 means that M 2n+1 is
embedded (through 8) as an open domain 0 in the standard unit sphere
S2n+1/Cn+1, so M2n+1 is a spherical CR manifold with the form 01,
where 1 is a complex Kleinian group acting on 0 properly discontinuously
and isomorphic to the fundamental group ?1 (M2n+1). It is the work in
[13] that if n3, Assumption 2 implies Assumption 1. Therefore, our
essential assumption is the positivity of the CR Yamabe invariant of
M2n+1. An equivalent characterization of this condition is that there is
some choice of contact form % on M 2n+1 such that the Webster scalar
curvature R% of % is positive [11].
22 zhongyuan li
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We need to recall several facts about the nonisotropic metric structure
over the universal cover M 2n+1. Fix a choice of contact form % (and let its
associated Levi form be denoted by L%) on M2n+1 such that the Webster
scalar curvature R%>0. With this contact structure as calibration, one may
associate a canonical Riemannian metric g% on M2n+1 as follows:
g%=%%+L% .
Using the canonical projection map to pull back % and g% , the universal
cover M 2n+1 is equipped with a choice of contact form and a complete
(since M 2n+1 is compact) Riemannian metric. Let us still denote them by
% and g% , respectively. Now we may describe a distance called the Carnot
distance on M 2n+1, which is naturally associated to the nonisotropic struc-
ture on M 2n+1. More specifically, for any two points p, q # M 2n+1, it is well
known [14] that there is a piecewise smooth curve #, which connects p to
q and is tangent to the CR structure. The Carnot distance between p and
q is defined as
dCarnot ( p, q)=inf
#
d(#), (16)
where the infimum is taken over the special class described above and d(#)
is the Riemannian ( g%&) length of the curve #. It follows from the com-
pleteness of the Riemannian distance associated with the metric g% that the
Carnot distance dCarnot is also complete.
With the choice of the contact form % on M 2n+1, let us consider the CR
invariant Laplacian on M 2n+1, which may be written as
D%=s(n) } 2b+R% ,
where s=s(n)=2+(2n). Note that R%R0>0 on M 2n+1, which suggests
the possibility of inverting D% . Thus, we are led to consider the question of
the existence of a fundamental solution to the subelliptic operator D% on
the noncompact manifold M 2n+1, and the following important theorem has
been proved in [13].
Theorem 6. For each point p # M 2n+1, there is a unique minimal
fundamental solution Gp to the CR invariant Laplacian D% with pole at p.
Let us recapitulate the procedure of proving this theorem (for more
details, cf. [13]). First, let 0 be a smooth, precompact domain in M 2n+1
containing p ; then
Lemma 4. The nonhomogeneous Dirichlet problem on 0 for the operator
D% with zero boundary condition has a unique solution which is continuous up
to boundary.
23hausdorff dimension in spherical CR manifolds
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Hence, D% has a unique Dirichlet Green’s function for the domain 0;
denote it by G0p . The caveat for this lemma is that D% is only subelliptic
instead of elliptic, so the usual L2 approach in elliptic theory is not feasible
since it does not guarantee the solution’s continuity up to boundary at
characteristic points. Instead, we use a Perron procedure to construct the
solution and deduce boundary continuity, building upon Bony’s strong
maximum principle [1] and the work of Jerison for the Dirichlet problem
on the Heisenberg group Hn [10]. In doing so, we heavily rely on the
following two facts: that the manifold M 2n+1 is spherical and that the
operator D% is CR invariant with positive zeroth order term R% .
Now, let [0k/0k+1 : k=1, ...] be a precompact, smooth exhaustion
of the universal cover M 2n+1. By Bony’s strong maximum principle,
the sequence of Dirichlet Green’s functions [G0kp : k=1, ...] is strictly
monotone increasing. The presence of the CR developing map guarantees
that the standard exhaustion procedure is well under control, namely
lim
k  
G0kp
is the required minimal fundamental solution Gp in the theorem.
The behaviors of Gp near the geometric boundary (or ) of M 2n+1 are
crucial for this paper.
Theorem 7. Let Gp be the minimal fundamental solution as indicated
above, and define
s(M2n+1)=inf {s : |M 2n+1 "Up Gsp dV(%)=<,
where Up is a neighborhood of p. Then s(M2n+1) is a CR invariant and
satisfies the following inequality :
s(M2n+1)1.
Proof. Using the transformation rule (Eq. 5), it is straightforward
to check that s(M2n+1) is a pseudoconformal invariant. Next, we
essentially repeat our arguments in [13]. Let [0k/0k+1 : k=1, ...] be a
precompact, smooth exhaustion of the universal cover M 2n+1, and
[G0kp : k=1, ...] be corresponding Dirichlet Green’s functions. For
p # M 2n+1, let Up be a neighborhood of p and contained in 01 . Let uk be
the solution to the nonhomogeneous Dirichlet problem on 0k with zero
boundary condition and right-hand side constant function one, namely
D% (u)=1 in 0k ,
u | 0k>0
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then uk may be represented as follows:
uk ( p)=|
0k
G0kp (q) dV(%)(q).
By maximum principle it is clear that (D%=s(n) } 2b+R% , where 2b is non-
negative)
max
0k
uk1R0 ,
where R0 is the positive lower bound of the Webster scalar curvature R% .
Therefore, for any positive integer k,
|
0k"Up
G0kp (q) dV(%)(q)
|
0k
G0kp (q) dV(%)(q)max
0k
uk1R0 .
Since G0kp  Gp in M
2n+1 "Up uniformly as k  , the theorem follows.
The importance of the CR invariant s(M2n+1) lies in the fact that it con-
tains enough information on the decay of Gp near the geometric boundary
of M 2n+1, which is the set (through map 8) S2n+1"8(M 2n+1). In turn, the
rate of decay of Gp should contain information about the size of
S2n+1"8(M 2n+1).
Let 3 be the canonical contact form on the Heisenberg group Hn, %0 be
the canonical contact form on the unit sphere S2n+1, and 8 : M 2n+1 
S2n+1 be the CR developing map. Fix p # 8(M 2n+1)/S2n+1, let the
Cayley transform with pole at p be denoted by Cp : S2n+1"p  H n. Under
the composition
Cp b 8 : (M 2n+1, %)  (Hn, 3),
the following important identity holds up (up to a positive dimensional
constant):
Lemma 5.
((Cp b 8)&1)* (G
s&2
p } %)=3,
where s=2+(2n).
Proof. Write 8
*
(%0)=|8$| 2 } %, where |8$| is the complex Jacobian of
the map 8 (or equivalently, comparing with the Levi form L% on M 2n+1,
|8$| is the square root of the conformal factor when pulling the Levi form
25hausdorff dimension in spherical CR manifolds
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L%0 on S
2n+1 back to M 2n+1 through 8). Let q=8( p) and Hq be
the fundamental solution of D%0 on S
2n+1 with pole at q. Using the trans-
formation rule for the CR invariant Laplacian (Eq. (5)), it follows that
D% ( |8$|n } Hq b 8)=|8$( p)|n+2 } $p ,
and the uniqueness of Green’s function implies that
Gp=|8$( p)|&n&2 } |8$|n } Hq b 8.
To finish our arguments, recall that under the Cayley transform Cp ,
H s&2q } %0=3.
Therefore, the identity of the lemma follows.
Let p # M 2n+1 and p~ =8( p). Because of that through Cp~ the limit set
S2n+1"8(M 2n+1) is mapped onto E=Cp~ (S2n+1 "8(M 2n+1)) which is a
compact set in Hn ; we may estimate its nonisotropic capacity developed in
Section 3.
Theorem 8. For each # satisfying #<2n+2&n } s(M2n+1),
P# (E)=0.
Proof. Choose ’R # C0 (M
2n+1) as follows: ’R is 1 in BR ( p), 0 in
B2R( p), and |{% (,R)|CR, where C=C(n) is a dimensional constant,
and BR ( p) is a Carnot distance ball centered at p with radius R. Hence,
1&’R b (Cp~ b 8)&1 # C0 (H
n)
and that in a neighborhood of E,
1&’R b (Cp~ b 8)&1=1.
To estimate P# (E), we use Lemma 5 to move the computation over
M 2n+1. It follows from the conformal changes of the norm of CR gradient
and the volume form that (note that s=2+(2n))
P# (E)|
Hn
|{3 (’R b (Cp~ b 8)&1)| # dV(3)
|
M 2n+1
G&(s&2)#2p } |{% (’R)|
# } G (s&2)(n+1)p dV (%)
=|
B2R( p) "BR( p)
|{% (’R)| # } G2+(2n)&(#n)p dV (%).
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If 2+(2n)&(#n)>s(M2n+1),
|
B2R( p) "BR( p)
G2+(2n)&(#n)p dV (%)<.
Therefore, under the condition that #<2n+2&n } s(M2n+1),
P# (E)C(n) } R&#.
Now letting R   the theorem follows.
The main result laid out in the Introduction follows by combining this
theorem with two other main theorems from the third and fourth sections.
In concluding this paper, let us point out two relevant issues:
The first issue is regarding the main result itself. It is natural to wonder
whether the upper bound n } s(M2n+1) on the Carnot Hausdorff dimension
is sharp or not. We conjecture that it is sharp, but we have not been able
to prove it yet. The method of proving sharpness of the upper bound of
Hausdorff dimension is usually through Poincare series associated with
quotients of the ball ([5, 7]). In order to show the sharpness, we probably
need to work out a suitable analogue of Poincare series associated with the
boundary, namely the spherical CR manifold M2n+1, and relate it with the
CR invariant s(M2n+1).
It is interesting to wonder whether the positivity assumption on the CR
Yamabe invariant of M2n+1 for getting out main result may be relaxed to
nonnegativity. Suppose the relaxation is possible (though we have not
worked it out yet), the positivity of the CR Yamabe invariant will still be
required for showing the sharpness of the upper bound of the Carnot
Hausdorff dimension, as the following example explains.
Let M2n+1 be a Heisenberg torus, namely M2n+1=H2n+11, where 1 is
a Heisenberg lattice (cf. [9] for discussions on elements and discrete sub-
groups in AutCR (S2n+1) etc.). In this case, it is easy to check that the CR
Yamabe invariant is zero, and that the CR invariant s(M2n+1)=(n+1)n.
According to our main result, the upper bound for the Carnot Hausdorff
dimension of the limit set is n+1. However, the limit set consists of only
one point.
The second issue is regarding a possible application of our main result.
In our main result, the fundamental group is not assumed to be of convex
cocompact type a priori. Nevertheless, our main result demonstrated the
smallness of the Carnot Hausdorff dimension of the limit set, which seems
to suggest no parabolic elements (cf. [9]) in the fundamental group, and
in that case, the spherical CR manifold M 2n+1 probably would bound a
regular quotient of ball [2] necessarily. To connect this issue with the first
27hausdorff dimension in spherical CR manifolds
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issue, we note that the Poincare series defined in [4] and [7] is only valid
for groups of convex cocompact type. Therefore, the resolution of this issue
will certainly help in understanding the first issue based on Poincare series.
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